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BEER BIKE

SPECTATOR’S GUIDE

BEER BIKE 2015

BEER BIKE SCHEDULE

10:00 AM PARADE
11:30 AM ALUMNI RACE
12:15 PM WOMEN’S RACE
1:00 PM MEN’S RACE

RICE UNIVERSITY, MARCH 28 2015
CAREGIVERS
GSA Martel
Wiess
Jones
Brown

BEER BIKE SPECTATOR’S GUIDE

GSA
Beer and Loathing
College Coordinators: Andrea Schlatter, Alessandra Forcucci, Lynn Fahey, Johnathan Stewart

Women’s Chug Team:
Anneli Hoggard, Katie, Meagan Whaley, Sam Paulsen, Cat Majors, GiGi Nee, Adriana Flores, Sarah Kim, Joan Olson, Cynthia Wood

Women’s Bike Team:
Pipes Jonas, Gay Nee, Cat Majors, Sam Paulsen, Anne Hallabur, Shannon Carter, Mary Natali, Katherine Anarde, Claire Vilmereal, Meagan Whaley

Men’s Chug Team:
Reid Arthynay, Pat Chang, Dayne Sweares, Sangeun Lee, Eric Lewis, Jess Whalen, Jim Aman, Nathan Eddy, Matt Kilpatrick, Brandon Mueller

Men’s Bike Team:
Fabio Brasil, Zach Crammell, Quentin Funk, Andy Huang, Alex Chang-Ying Liu, Carlos Moreno, Brandon Mueller, Colin Nee, Charles Pusz, Pierce Young

Pit Crew:
Abner Joved, Pelham Keehey, Alex Kuber, Ryan Elworth, Joey Tawain

Sid Rich
Lord of the Drinks: Return of the Keg
College Coordinators: Matthew Avolos, Alex Dzeda, Kelsey Nanneman, Sean Dillard

Women’s Chug Team:
Norie Guthrie, Itali Johnson, Monique Hartensmink, Karen Pan, Khanh Shinn, Gretchen Oelti, Christina Shields, Samantha Guarnereos, Eli Ronay, Cory Brazile

Women’s Bike Team:
Ariel Penny, Bissy Michael, Connie Do, Cora McKenzie, Emma Gray, Julia Chavez, Kelsey Nanneman, Lauren Schmidt, Marie Hoeger, Megan Brimmer, Rachel Garton, Sonia Hamer

Pit Crew:
Sachin Jain, Griffin Palmer, Blake Bourne, Sameer Allahabadi, Youssif Machkhas

Martel
Pikabrew: GOTTA CHUG ‘EM ALL
College Coordinators: Matthew Halloway, Abbi Gutierrez, Ronald Foo

Women’s Chug Team:
Anna Norris, Lisa Sampson, Nikitha Cherayil, Sam Hao, Abbi Rogers, Grace Oertle, Julia Haiss, Audrey Smith, Kathryn Iverson, Amanda Cervantes, Lauren Geiman, Shireen Usman

Women’s Bike Team:
Marisa Hudson, Laura Bierwirth, Christina Rabholt, Cassie Penos, Tori Smith, Anna Norris, Kristi Maulding, Sloan Simmons, Lydia Dick, Kaitlyn Iverson

Men’s Chug Team:

Men’s Bike Team:
Calvin Losay (captain), Nick Merrit (captain), Isaiah Baruth, Jackson Schop, Austin Au-Yeung, Alkivi Speroapani, Elisa Baeroman, Ivan Tope, Ishan Mehta, Yahshu Hoole, Keana Matanji, Nick Calafat

HACKERMAN RACE TRACK
THE MAIN EVENT

ALUMNI TENT

SPONSORS

Wiess
Team Wiess
College Coordinators: Lucy Mohanesa, Meagan Dwyer, Yasmin Kholfe, Priyanka Mehta

Women’s Chug Team:
Raven Wrench (captain), Nikernj Nwike (captain), Shelby Kuhn (captain), Olivia Tati, Britney Brescia, Brooke Evans, Marlene Rizzo, Rachel Morzen, Andie Elserberg, Chloe Nguyen, Maggie Waner (alternate), Sam Greivell (alternate), Morgan Smith (alternate)

Women’s Bike Team:
Maddy Bullard, Rachel Ngo, Amber Callan, Shannon Cheng, Marie Chatfield, Emily Liu, Malvika Govil, Laura Michel, Gaa You, Molly Cisneros, Kathy Wei

Men’s Bike Team:
Kurt Ko, Joseph Ni, Raymond Cano, Joseph Maguire, Randolph Gao, Akash Gholas, Tommy Nguyen, Mason Daumans, Abhiraj Brahme

Sid Rich
Superbeerios: Turn Up, Up, and Away!
College Coordinators: Amanda Boone, Alex Cerda, Samantha May, David Nichol, Janet Schwartz-Micheaux

Women’s Chug Team:
Elizabeth Goodnight, Hoyles Peoples, Danni Gardner, Sarah Normoyle, Amanda Boone, Sarah Hooper, Kelsey King, Maya Romy, Liana Annzagha

Women’s Bike Team:
Alison Lindsay, Amanda Boone, Janet Schwartz, Kimiko Nakajima, Francisca Acosta, Amy Ryu, Krist Fu, Elizabeth Goodnight, Shannon Lee, Lauren LeMere

Men’s Chug Team:
Adam Lewis, Ero Yin, Jackson Neagley, infra Tennant Vonderwater, Kevin Koc, Mary Arreaza-Garcia, Mac Lockard, Tom Carroll, Michael Dyer, Brennan Han

Men’s Bike Team:
Greg Kinnman, Jim Gohrig, Ben Rasic, Brian Barr, Santiago Avila, James Lee, Spencer Saballos, Adam Lewis, Sunny Sharma, Ben Jefferson, John King, Kevin Lee, Harrison Lin, Andrew Gatherer

Brown
Superbeerios: Turn Up, Up, and Away!
College Coordinators: Amanda Boone, Alex Cerda, Samantha May, David Nichol, Janet Schwartz-Micheaux

Women’s Chug Team:
Elizabeth Goodnight, Hoyles Peoples, Danni Gardner, Sarah Normoyle, Amanda Boone, Sarah Hooper, Kelsey King, Maya Romy, Liana Annzagha

Women’s Bike Team:
Alison Lindsay, Amanda Boone, Janet Schwartz, Kimiko Nakajima, Francisca Acosta, Amy Ryu, Krist Fu, Elizabeth Goodnight, Shannon Lee, Lauren LeMere

Men’s Chug Team:
Adam Lewis, Ero Yin, Jackson Neagley, infra Tennant Vonderwater, Kevin Koc, Mary Arreaza-Garcia, Mac Lockard, Tom Carroll, Michael Dyer, Brennan Han

Men’s Bike Team:
Greg Kinnman, Jim Gohrig, Ben Rasic, Brian Barr, Santiago Avila, James Lee, Spencer Saballos, Adam Lewis, Sunny Sharma, Ben Jefferson, John King, Kevin Lee, Harrison Lin, Andrew Gatherer
**Lovett**

Lovett Goes to Gindertown: Now I Know My BAC

College Coordinators:
Daniel Imas, Alexandra Mardock, Jared Schull, Annabelle McIntire-Gaslick, Bridget Schilling

Women’s Chug Team:
Laura Blumanshet, Min Ji Kim, Manasi Joshi, Kendall Post, Alex Mardock, Sarah Hernandez, Johanna Jagannath, Shannon McNamara, Marcella Banavides, Calia Fiallos, Bridget Schilling

Women’s Bike Team:
Emma Livingston, Siyu Bu, Brandon Ramsam, Kayla Hutchell, Madeleine Patel, Amber Tong, Kalian Shi, Wynne Zhang

Men’s Chug Team:
Alex Heath, Jared Shull, Thanasis Kouris, Kevin Chang, Nathan Bicki, Jon Towne, Joshua Cohen, Alex Morten, Joke Haskell

Men’s Bike Team:
Spisak, Bryce Wiley, Randy Zhang

**Will Rice**

Gintendo Presents: Super Smashed Bros

College Coordinators:
Ellen Wendte, Shoyak Sangputro, Sojani Patel

Women’s Chug Team:
Linda Nguyen (captain), Monica Charlie, Emily Ackerman, Lynagela Gutierrez, Dani Vazquez, Rebecca Lam, Ellen Wendte, Michelle Huang, Helen Wei, Katrina Lentiluik, Heidi Kuhle, Linda Liu, Courtney Wang

Women’s Bike Team:
Lisa Swatk (captain), Heidi Kahle (captain), Manita Stable, Rosy Khan, Kelly Sanders, Zoe Roberts, Gabriela Zambrano, Erica Skerrett, Emily Ackerman, Helen Wei, Serana Davis, Shannon Fei, Megan Moore

Men’s Chug Team:
Eric Walter (captain), Nica Charlton, Martin Torres, Derek Brown, Al Delalio, Mark Bavosa, Omany Cheke-Eboh, Clark Zhao, Matthew French, Haishu Liu, Michael Davis, Ken Harneid-Miller

Men’s Bike Team:
Nathan White (captain), Carlos Hernandez (captain), Nathan Joe, Archib Choba, Michael Pan, Joe Van, Ryan Bremer, Michael Zhou, Marshall Wilson, Alex Schmidt, Omany Cheke-Eboh, Matthew Weathersman

**Duncan**

Thomas the Drank Engine: Chugga Chugga Choo Choo!

College Coordinators:
Seth Lauer, Vora Ranneft, Benjamin Huber

Women’s Chug Team:
Gina Lightner, Lydia Rose, Meredith Bouchein, Isabella Marcotulli, Sarah Siemann, Kira Clingner, Ali Pinzor, Victoria Motii, Rachel Wiggans, Mehak Gagnena, Karolina Krawczyk, Jordan Bulanda, Laura Keene

Women’s Bike Team:
Chynna Foucault (C), Amy White, Sasha Figel, Morgan Close, Alice Chen, Eve Liu, Stephanie Padley, Isabel Alison, Shruthi Velidi, Kinsley Dittmar, Michelle Won, Sugi Panneerselvam

Men’s Chug Team:
Massay Branscomb, Jon Erickson, Seth Lauer, David Daniels, Damon Demor, Koby Kaskel, Peter Kuhma, Yoseph Lee, Jacob Behling, Will Bowler, Kevin King, Non Huber

Men’s Bike Team:
Christopher Buck (C), David Askria-Ghost, Yoseph Lee, Peter Tong, Philip Taffet, Samir Saidi, Franco Battini, Cyra Shirazi, Richard, Roberto Rosas, Vinny Ragoneanu, Evan Flack, Kevin Pang, Franklin Shen, Seth Lauer

**LANE ASSIGNMENTS**

1. Hanszen
2. Wiess
3. Brown
4. Jones
5. Lovett
6. GSA
7. Sid Rich
8. Martel
9. McMurtry
10. Duncan
11. Baker
12. Will Rice

**Baker**

Brewlander: Center for Kids Who Can’t Drink Beer Good and Wanna Learn to Drink Other Things Good Too

College Coordinators:
Morgan Abernathy, James Long, Victoria (Te-Rue) Eng, Carolyn Cooper, Dana Cliekberg

Women’s Bike Team:
Danielle Cavarrubias, Maha Aziz, Gabriela Buba, Victoria Eng, Catherine Dunaway, Sylvia Omoaze, Sierra Cowan, Monica Sosa, Yusi Oi, Maria Lima

Men’s Bike Team:
Alex Heath, Jared Shull, Thanasis Kouris, Kevin Chang, Nathan Bicki, Jon Towne, Joshua Cohen, Alex Morten, Joke Haskell

Men’s Chug Team:
Spisak, Bryce Wiley, Randy Zhang

**McMurtry**

Texas Gindependence

College Coordinators:
Katherine Van Lesouwen, Lauren Rutherford, Elizabeth Anne Finley

Women’s Chug Team:
Lauren Rutherford, Katherine Van Lesouwen, Hutson Chihoe, Christa Nnoromela, Kar Holms, Alexandra Kali Holmes, Elizabeth Anne Finley, Ari Brown, Kelvin Wicker

Women’s Bike Team:
Chinyere (Christa) Nnoromela (Captain), Andrea Koppaznak (Captain), Alissa Yu, Hutson Chihoe, Rebecca Molder, Kate Nicholson, Laura Nicholson, Sally Hodges, Elpida, Zoe Finkle, Elizabeth Finley, Shireen Cho, Michael Aku

Men’s Chug Team:
Spencer Kent, Will Eldridge, Charlie Greulich, James Patrick Griffeth, Kyle Gubbin, Sam Hooper, Garrett James, Raul Rondon, Krik Kudakia, Stewart White

Men’s Bike Team:
Eric Steal, Bryan Bates, Gabriel Test, Corey Black, Stephen Duke, Ricky Chen, Sawyer Knight, Chris Winstead, Kristeller Schriebel, Juan Sebastian Cruz, Andrew Li, Angel Gores, David He, Chris Chirkman, Matt McGee

Pit Crew:
Eric Wagner, AJ Fenton

**Hanszen**

Warner Brews Presents: Space Slammed

College Coordinators:
T.C. Weinland, Kenny Groszner, Olivia Hsiu, Nick Fieder, Ben Baldazoo

Women’s Chug Team:
T.J. Patel, Emily Johnson, Varsha Sathappan, Sarah Kubena, Jayme Smith, Laura Krammich, Elena Busch, Jillian Humphreyy, Lauren Williams, Sasunya Rajvanshi, Erika Dancers, Diana Garcia

Women’s Bike Team:
Diana Garcia, Erika Dankers, Aruni Ranweera, Aurea Li, Brianna Singh, Maya Stokes, TJ Patel, Krixo Zhang, Maggie Puckett, Geneva Vest

Men’s Chug Team:
Brett Leatherwood, Chandler Watkins, Billy Rogers, Nick Fieder, Trenton Alexander, Nick Petersen, TC Weinland, Esteban Serrano, Kevin Moharrel, Jake Silberman

Men’s Bike Team:
Jonathan Wilson, Alex Balkum, Noaki Shiba, Dante Zahidov, Dan Klein, David Yakladi, Roger Liang, Jacob Mansfield

**College Areas**

JUDGES’ TENT

JUDGE

RPC TOWER

CHUGGERS

PUSHERS

CONCESSIONS
CAMPUS-WIDE COORDINATORS:
MICHAIL HE (BAKER '15)
ANDREW BACA (SID RICH '15)

AREA COORDINATORS:
PARADE: YOON SOUNG HONG (HANSZEN '16)
SECURITY: SHIYU FANG (WIESS '16)
TRACK SAFETY: ERIC STAATS (MCMURTRY '15)

RUPD, EMS & WELLNESS:
SGT. GARY SPEARS, LISA BASGALL, KATHLEEN GOULD

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
SUSANN GLENN, MIKE MORGAN, EMILY LIU (WIESS '15)

ALUMNI RELATIONS:
MARTINE GOLDEN, NICOLE SCHULND, KATHERINE KOMIS, EMLY HULB, ALEX MAHAR

Changes to Beer Bike based on YOUR FeedBack:
- Gluten Free & Vegan food at Track
- MORE food at the Track
- Continued Parade with Floats
- Bleachers for every college
- New Tent Layout at the Track
- Additional Porta Potties